**DID YOU KNOW THAT ELEVATORS, ESCALATORS AND MOVING SIDEWALKS ARE THE SAFEST FORMS OF TRANSPORTATION IN THE WORLD? THAT’S RIGHT. BUT IT’S STILL IMPORTANT TO LEARN HOW TO RIDE THEM SAFELY. SAFE-T-RIDERS KNOW ALL THE RULES AND MAKE IT FUN FOR YOU TO LEARN THEM TOO!**

**ESCALATORS**
Passenger only, no strollers or carts.

**HELP THIS FAMILY FIND THE ELEVATOR!**

**KEEP THOSE LACES TIED FOR _____________ ____________?**

Rearrange the words to finish the sentence!

ELEVATOR | ALARM BUTTON
DOORS | ELEVATOR
ESCALATOR | FACE FORWARD
FEET | FIRE
FOOT | HANDRAIL
LEVEL | MOVING WALK
NO STROLLERS | SAFE-T- RIDER
SAFETY | SHOELACES
STEP SAFELY

How many Safe-T-words can you find?

```
H U E G P L N D R F G
F A C E F O R W A R D
E U J G C O K Y M S N
E J P S A S O E G M O
T D J T L E Y T J O S
F I R E O N S L A V T
A E K P X V S R L I R
L E S S E E F M A N O
E S C A L A T O R G L
V H C F E O A K M W L
E O Z E V X C V B A E
L E Q L A W E L U L R
R L T Y T Y I U T K S
I A O P O A S D T F G
H C J K R L Z X O C V
B E N D O O R S N M Q
P S N O I U Y T R E W
S A F E T R I D E R C
H G J R S A F E T Y D

```

**“RESOALCTA ASEFYT?”**
1. Watch your step when getting on and off the elevator.
2. If the elevator stops and the doors don’t open, push the alarm button and wait for safety to arrive.
3. In case of a fire, skip the elevator and use the stairs.

STAY SAFE ON MOVING SIDEWALKS
1. Face straight ahead.
2. Stand to the right.
3. Don’t touch the sides.
4. Hold onto the rail.

FOLLOW THESE TIPS AND RIDE WITH NO WORRIES!

WRITE A SAFE-T-RIDER RULE YOU’VE LEARNED BELOW: ________________________________!